Predictive approach for user long-term needs in content-based image suggestion.
In this paper, we formalize content-based image suggestion (CBIS) as a Bayesian prediction problem. In CBIS, users provide the rating of images according to both their long-term needs and the contextual situation, such as time and place, to which they belong. Therefore, a CBIS model is defined to fit the distribution of the data in order to predict relevant images for a given user. Generally, CBIS becomes challenging when only a small amount of data is available such as in the case of "new users" and "new images." The Bayesian predictive approach is an effective solution to such a problem. In addition, this approach offers efficient means to select highly rated and diversified suggestions in conformance with theories in consumer psychology. Experiments on a real data set show the merits of our approach in terms of image suggestion accuracy and efficiency.